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Decisions, decisions

Okay everyone.....here is the results of the blends..... 

 

 
 
2 parts moorit shetland, 1 part alpaca, too much red and clear flash.  I like the effect the flash gives, just need a lot less of it. 
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2 parts moorit shetland, 2 parts alpaca and purple firestar (yes it is in there). 

 

 
 
2 parts moorit shetland, 2 parts alpaca, 1/2 part tussah silk, white firestar, red firestar. 

 
Opinions?  All samples were knit on size 2 needles. 

14 WPI or Spin a tale 

Comments 

 

Thread started by Berry Twinklestar 

From: applefaerie Date: January 27th, 2007 07:31 am (UTC) (Link)

i like the middle bet, it looks so nice and fluffy :) i think the purple flash is subtle enough but really adds a nice touch when you can see it (i'm a huge, huge fan of purple flash with brown wool!). 

(Reply to this) (Thread) 

From: ellenspn Date: January 28th, 2007 03:53 am (UTC) (Link)

Only problem is that it isn't going to hold up for a cardigan with it being so fuzzy. These are 3 best of the 10 samples I carded up.

(Reply to this) (Parent) (Thread) 
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From: applefaerie Date: January 28th, 2007 10:25 am (UTC) (Link)

ahh, see, info i did not know! 

i'd go with the blend which has the tussah in it then, if you're going for something that's going to hold up well.

(Reply to this) (Parent) (Thread) 

Thread started by vickieldredge 

From: vickieldredge Date: January 27th, 2007 08:05 am (UTC) (Link)

The one with the purple firestar. It's wonderfully subtle but really adds elegance to the mix. 

 
I think you're dead right about the red. 

 
How do you like spinning moorit shetland?

(Reply to this) (Thread) 

From: ellenspn Date: January 28th, 2007 03:54 am (UTC) (Link)

The shetland compliments the alpaca well. I love spinning shetland...you should see how much shetland roving I still have to spin....

(Reply to this) (Parent) (Thread) 

From: huaman Date: January 28th, 2007 01:34 pm (UTC) (Link)

Well now, if you need to get rid of some, mwahahahahaa....

(Reply to this) (Parent) (Thread) 
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From: ellenspn Date: January 29th, 2007 12:57 am (UTC) (Link)

Hehehehehehehehe..... 

 
Not a chance....there are blankets to be made!

(Reply to this) (Parent) (Thread) 

Thread started by Abby Franquemont 

From: huaman Date: January 27th, 2007 12:41 pm (UTC) (Link)

I like the last one, with the silk, the best. But I do like the red flash, even though I concur it's a bit heavy in the first sample.  

 
Also, now I want some moorit shetland.

(Reply to this) (Thread) 

From: ellenspn Date: January 28th, 2007 04:03 am (UTC) (Link)

You are thinking the same thing I'm thinking. I like the effect the flash gives, but the yarn with the 2/2/.5 blend I think looks the best and I also like the weight/appearance I'm getting with it. Now I just need to go 

back and weigh the stuff and figure out what the proper weight ratio is. The numbers I gave were based on lengths of roving used. 

 
I mainly buy shetland from two places. The moorit fleece came from Maple Ridge Sheep Farm in Vermont http://www.mrsf.com and Bramblewool Farm in Wisconsin http://www.sawmat.com/ I've been very 

happy with both farms products.

(Reply to this) (Parent) (Thread) 

From: ellenspn Date: January 28th, 2007 04:05 am (UTC) (Link)

OOPS...the fleece came from Maple Ridge...not both farms, LOL!

(Reply to this) (Parent) (Thread) 
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From: huaman Date: January 28th, 2007 01:44 pm (UTC) (Link)

*writes down urls* 

 
Yeah, I think the silk-containing one is going to have the hand you want in the finished object, at least, based on the swatch and my own prejudices, yadda yadda. But the flash is nice; and I bet that in the 

FO you'll actually see it a lot less than you think; I constantly scale back my flash after sampling, then get to the FO and think, "you know, this is actually way more understated than I thought from the 

sample stage."  

 
My purple shawl thingy that I'm wearing a lot right now because it's relatively versatile, has that "flame" firestar in it in MUCH greater quantity than I would normally do... and you can barely see it, I swear!  

 
Vis the super extreme closeup... 

 
Yarn: 

 
http://ucan.foad.org/gallery/view_photo.php?full=1&set_albumName=mohair-silk-triangle&id=20060117_009 

 
Object: 

 
http://ucan.foad.org/gallery/view_photo.php?full=1&set_albumName=mohair-silk-triangle&id=20060119_038 

 
and the more normal size view (I'm totally serious about mega-extreme closeup on those previous ones, make no mistake) 

 

 
 
There is *so much more* bright orange firestar in that blend than I thought I was going to be able to stand, I seriously thought while I was spinning it, my god, this is going to make me PUKE from being 

overdone.  

 
I've also come around on the flaws in knitting in that project, incidentally! Shaping problems at the triangle's hypotenuse; it actually bows out. Net result: it stays put on shoulders under a jacket, can be 

pulled up into a "collar," and actually works better for impromptu wrap-around-the-head-if-it's-that-chilly.  

 
Hokay, time for me to shut up and go have more coffee and get chores outta the way and not hijack your thread...

(Reply to this) (Parent) (Thread) 
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From: ellenspn Date: January 29th, 2007 01:02 am (UTC) (Link)

Yeah, I think the silk-containing one is going to have the hand you want in the finished object, at least, based on the swatch and my own prejudices, yadda yadda. But the flash is nice; 

and I bet that in the FO you'll actually see it a lot less than you think; I constantly scale back my flash after sampling, then get to the FO and think, "you know, this is actually way more 

understated than I thought from the sample stage."  
 
I need it understated as I work in a rather conservative industry, pharmaceuticals. Sales people don't even dress flashy.

(Reply to this) (Parent) (Thread) 

Thread started by kknippenberg 

From: kknippenberg Date: January 28th, 2007 03:56 am (UTC) (Link)

I like the third. The silk would also add strength, if you're looking to make a sweater ... 

(Reply to this) (Thread) 

From: ellenspn Date: January 28th, 2007 04:08 am (UTC) (Link)

The silk is very subtle...but it certainly gives a nice glow to it. 

 
Of course I still have the shetland/shetland blend on the drum carder...first I need to finish that before I can start carding this stuff. 

 
When I say shetland/shetland I mean I'm blending an emsket shetland fleece with undercoat from my blue merle sheltie Luke.

(Reply to this) (Parent) (Thread) 
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